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Introduction:  Western Aphrodite Terra, Venus, 

consists of two highland tesserae (or crustal plateaux), 
Ovda and Thetis Regionnes, separated by lower-lying 
fractured plains. The origin of highland plateaux has 
been the subject of debate, principally between the 
downwelling model of [1], which proposes that they 
form above mantle downwellings that shorten and 
thicken the ductile lower crust, and the upwelling 
model of [2], which proposes that they are produced by 
mantle plumes that thicken the crust by flood volcan-
ism. These models make opposite predictions about the 
relationship between extensional and compressional 
features. A particular prediction of [2] is that tensile 
fractures and graben (both collectively referred to as 
ribbons) are formed by doming of a thin brittle layer 
above a large mantle upwelling. Later collapse of this 
dome produces circumferential folds.  Here we exam-
ine the regional structure of Eastern Ovda and attempt 
to produce a deformation model to fit the observations.  
Specifically, we consider the location and orientation 
of ribbon and fold structures, and the late-stage defor-
mation recorded in the intra-tessera basins. 

Structures:  A structural map of the region has 
been presented by Ghent and Hansen [2], including a 
detailed description of individual structures and struc-
turally distinct domains.  We have taken this work as a 
starting point from which to further consider the com-
plexities of Ovda’s structural history (Fig. 1).  Ribbons 
are long continuous extensional features which form a 
coherent pattern over much of the interior of the pla-
teau (Fig. 1 & Fig. 2).  As with any layer-bound defor-
mation, the organisation of extensional features driven 

by doming is dependent on both the amount of strain 
and the thickness of the brittle layer.  The thinner the 
brittle layer, the more closely spaced the faults [3,4]. 
The spacing of the ribbon structures is consistent with a 
thin brittle layer.  However, their linear continuity is 
problematic in a purely domal-uplift setting.  It is ex-
pected that, in the interior of a domal plateau, both 
principal horizontal stress components are exten-
sional[5].  The precise nature of the fault pattern pro-
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   Figure 2  Typical ribbon terrain from around 9S/81E.  
ibbons run approximately N-S across approximately E-W 

rending folds.  Magellan right-looking image ~100km across.
duced would depend on the relative magnitude of the 
stresses.  Both components of stress must be either 
relieved or supported.  In a strong thick brittle layer the 
material may elastically support the lesser of the two 
extensional stress components.  However, in the case 
of a thin weak brittle layer, a polygonally organised 
fault geometry is expected.  This organisation of exten-
sional faults is seen in both terrestrial geology [6], and 
in analogue [7] and numerical models [8].  In order to 
produce the long linear extensional features observed 
on Ovda, a compressional stress is required in the hori-
zontal plane. This introduces a complication to the 
dome model.  The region also must have been sub-
jected to an externally imposed compressional stress 
oriented parallel to the ribbons.  The external imposi-
tion of a compressional stress is strongly suggested by 
Figure 1  Structural map of Eastern Ovda Regio, re-
rawn and simplified from [2].  Positions and orientations of 
xtensional ribbons (red) and folds (blue) are shown.  Lines 
re representational rather than explicit since individual 
tructures are too numerous and small to detail individually. 
the compressional folding oriented orthogonal to the 
ribbons (Fig. 2).  However, a simple superposition of a 
compressional stress regime would not produce the 
‘sweeping fan’ of ribbon orientations seen (Fig 1).  
Therefore a model of Ovda’s formation should include 
a compressional event which occurred simultaneously 
with domal uplift and extension.  However, to repro-
duce the structures observed this event must be more 
complex, i.e. more localised, than a uniform regional 
compression. 
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middle of Ovda?  Can a whole-Ovda kinematic model 
be fitted to the deformation observed in the basins, or 
do they reflect a late period of deformation controlled 
by localised heterogeneities? 

A whole-Ovda model:  While the complexity re-
vealed by the intra-tessera basins is problematic to a 
simple whole-Ovda model, the common ribbon and 
fold structures visible across the whole plateau do form 
a coherent pattern, and can be described by a single 
model of Ovda’s deformation.  We propose a model in 
which doming occurs simultaneously with a significant 
collision event in the north-west of the regio (Fig. 4).  
This model provides explanations for many of the re-
gional observations.  The collision belt is manifest as 
the semi-arcuate zone of compression in the north-west 
of the regio.  While numerical models specific to Ve-
nus’ lithosphere have not been run, a comparison with 
models of terrestrial collision [9] indicate a significant 
shortening in this region of 30-40%.  This collision 
event provides the compression required to generate 
long straight ribbons with associated orthogonal com-
pression folds.  Further, if the traces of the individual 
ribbons are extended to find a focal point, they indicate 
that the source of the compression lies along the pro-
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Figure 3.  Simplified structure of intra-tessera basins over-
ain on Magellan left-looking data.  Basins studied in detail 
re highlighted by dashed yellow lines.  Simplified structures 
re represented by red (extension) and blue (compression). 
 

Intra-tessera basins:  Within the area of study, in-
tra-tessera basins are topographically low, and typically 
infilled with radar-dark material.  There are a number 
of such basins within the Ovda Regio as indicated in 
Fig 3.  All basins display some evidence of deforma-
tion, some significantly more than others, but one key 
generality exists.  All basins are younger than the high 
tessera material that surrounds them.  Therefore, de-
formation recorded within the infill material represents 
the later stages of deformation of the tessera block.  In 
many cases this is clearly exemplified by some struc-
tures visible within the tessera extending into the basin 
while others do not.  In a regional comparison, the 
structures within the intra-tessera basins do not display 
a simple coherent pattern of late-stage deformation 
within Ovda (Fig. 3).  Many basins contain both exten-
sional and compressional structures.  The relative tim-
ing of these events is not always clear, but in many 
cases the most recent structures are extensional.  Fur-
ther complexity is seen within some basins where more 
than one episode of extension is recorded.  While a 
whole-Ovda model can still be constructed, the evi-
dence from the intra-tessera basins suggests that the 
deformation history of the plateau is complicated.  
Some of the key questions still to be answered are: 
What is the timing of formation of the basins, relative 
to each other and Ovda as a whole?  By what mecha-
nism are the basins initially formed, and why do they 
appear to be arranged in an arcuate zone through the 

posed collision belt.  This contrasts with the central 
focus point expected if the ribbons are radial about the 
centre of a dome. 

Figure 4.  Proposed evolution of Ovda. Schematic strain 
field (green ellipses) for doming and a simultaneous colli-
sional event superimposed on right-looking Magellan data.  
The orange line and blue arrows indicate the position and 
kinematics of the collision event respectively. 
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